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CI-Lil'TER I 
INT.fWDU CTION 
Background and Need for Study 
In a course titled School Organization and Administration, 
various administrative policies and rules were evaluated in terms 
of fourteen common sense principles. 
Throughout the course, policy handbooks from various school 
districts were used to cite specific eY..amples of policies or rules 
which were in harmony or in conflict with these principles. Among 
these policies were some concerning the duties and responsibilities 
of the chief administrator or superintendent of schools. 
It became apparent during class discussions and analysis 
that many tillles these policies and rules were not founded upon 
sound administrative principles. For this reason, there seemed to 
be a need to investigate and evaluate the sources .from which local 
boards of education throughout the United States might obtain model 
policies which they could adapt for their own systems. One of the 
major sources was the state school board associations. Euch credit 
was given to these state associations. Edward M. Tuttle, First 
Executive SecretarJ of the National School Boards Association Inc., 
1 
2 
made this observation: n1n recent years there has been a growing wave 
of interest in written policies, stimulated largely by the national 
a.'1.Cl. state associations of school boards, and the percentage of boards 
having such policy statements is steadily increasing. n1 
Alpheus 1-Jhite gave credit to the state school board 
associations: 
State school board associations have also been active in 
this movement. Nmnerous articles expressing the desirability 
of adopting written board policies have been included in 
the associations 1 periodicals and handbooks. Some associ-
ations have prepared suggested policy manual outlines; 
others have made packet;s of manuals dealing with written 
policies available to loan.2 
Even so, the Ifational School Board Association pointed out 
that: 
A great many school boards need and want helD with 
dcvelorJment, reYimr, and revision of written school 
board policies; while much progress has been made, much 
uork still remains to be done. 'l'housands of school 
boards still do not have written policy manuals and 
many hundreds of others uould like to i.'"1Prove on the 
ones they have.3 
A great deal has been written concern.i.ne school policies, and 
more specifically, the duties and responsibilities of school super-
intendents. One writer stated' that: 
1Edward H. Tuttle, School Board Leaders.hi in £ .. 'TI.erica 
(Danville: The Interstate Printers and fublishers, 19 3 , p. L~3. 
') 
""Alpheus L. ;Jhite, L:>cal School Board Policy Manuals, 
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and l'lelfare, Office of Education 
(Washington: U.S. Government ?rinting Office, 1959), p. 23. 
3r"htional School Board Association, fow to Develon ~iritten 
Policies: A Guide to Procedures, p. 7. 
i{eccnt stt1dies ir1 busi11e~;; s, ~:.s ~.;ell as ir1 eclucatio11 I1a"'rve 
shoun the importance of a clear defin:i. tion of duties; 
when expectations and perfo!'na.J1ce are fa.r apa..."'t, trouble 
is sure to come. To use the sociologists l~~guage 'role 
definition' and 'role conflict' a.re at the heart of ma1w 
:'.-'roblems in the relatioftsl1ip bct:reen school boards and 
school :::;uperintendents. ' 
Concerning the incredients for :L"Tiproved superintendent-
board relationshi9s, Donald J. l·:cCarty said.: 
The :f.'irst essential is for each board of education to 
define in detail tl1e duties of its chief executive, if 
possible, a lrrittcn ,job description is Tlreferred. As 
lone~ as some doubt exists betuoen the faro parties as to 
function, maxirm.un l)roductivity is an unrealistic 
e:z;:pectation. Huch ineptness in school ad.In.in:i.stration is 
caused by a lack of f:L.""I:liless in organizational structure; 
x1 exalted mission does not entitle educ2.tion to ignore 
what is k:notm about acL.'1inistrative principles. In short, 
our schools will improve only as their administrative 
procedures are structured for5efficient allocation of 
authority a.'ld res'.')onsibility. 
Concernini:; written school policies as a whole, Gross wrote 
3 
tl1a. t: 11 .J"ritten olicies are the articles of agreement in the nartncr-
ship of the board and sue)erintendent. 'I'hey 2.re the basic guide for i)olicy 
and execution, and their precise meaning :must be constantl,y rev-ievred. 116 
It was pointed out by a number of sotu~ces that a lack of 
Hritten policies, kept up to date, uas a fre:1uent source of 
inconsistent and ineffective action. 
hIJeal (Jross, 11Strengthening the Superinte11dent-School Board 
Relations hip, 11 School Board-Superintendent Relationships,, Thirty-Fourth 
Yeerbook of the American Association of Secondary Achninistrators 
CJashington, D. C., 19)6), pp. 77-8. 
c 
::>Donald J. LcCarty, 11 0n Bet,ter School Board-Superintendent 
Eelationships,r1 ..;\..'-:J.erican School Board Journal, GXLI (July, 1960), 
pp. 7-8. 
6.-, ,. ~ 
uross, 0chool .t-50.ard-c:;.,,.p0r·.inte,,,dent "el t · n h" 8r:' 
__ .......... _ ~ ~ u ·"· -a io s. ips, p. · :/• 
4 
One author summarized the importance of 11ritten policies, 
which incorporate the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent: 
The superintendent has the right to expect his school board 
to establis:h written policies concerning all phases of 
board operations; a.ny board which fails to make this step 
is asking its superintendent to work in a setting which 
nrecludes the best nerf ormance from h:i.Jn. Set forth in 
these policies should be the duties of the superintendent 
and a statement of board suoport in the perf ornance of 
these duties. 7 ~ - -
'I'he National School Board Association was sure about one 
thing: 11 Each local board needs to spell out its entire procedure so 
carefully as to leave no room for r.rl.sunderstanding concerning the role 
of the board and its administrator in developing policies and putting 
them. into effect.118 
Fron these statements, which indicate the importance of written 
school policies and the necessity of including in them the duties and 
responsibilities of the superintendent of schools, it was obvious that 
it lias vital that the model policies recOiiU':lended to local school boards 
by the state associations be based upon sound ad.."'llinistrative principles. 
It is not enough just to have written policies; these policies must 
be based on a solid foundation. 
Purpose of the Study 
'11·i.e purpose of this study uas to determine the extent and n:"l.ture 
7 Archie Dykes, 11:Ihat i'Iay a Superintendent E.xpect of His School 
Board, 11 li..>nerican School Bo3rd Journal, CXLV (September, 1962), p. 16. 
B.r t· 1 ,... " 1 u d A · t· 'I t D 1 . . t fja iona ;:>c .• oo .Joar · ssocia ion, • 01 .. r o eve on .:"Jri ten 
Policies: A Guide to Procedures, p. 16. 
5 
of tl1e acti\rity of state scl1ool bo2 .. rc1 associations in t11e forraation 
2nd/ or distribution to local boards of education recorr..r.lended or r:;.odel 
s·tate;;1ents of ~-'olicy, 0 rith particular enohasis on those hav-ing to do 
with the duties and responsibilities of the sunerintcmdont o;f sc!1ools. 
As an extension of the class e::-::oerience in a course in 
school ad:i; .. nistration, f ourtcen co:rlffion sense principles were used to 
evaluate selected policies as an exercise in 11 balanced jud[J.1ent. 119 
Definition of Terns 
It uas necessary to defir1e each of the fourteen principles 
which 1;erc used to evaluate _,,, v.ne nd d -1. • 10 recor:J.De e po~icies: 
Structural Democracy: This is the idea that as a general rule 
control should be ']laced as close to ?eople affected as it can, 
tho.t popular sovoreir;nty should be established tr.rough the 
IJ:t'OVisions oi' the law, that DinL'Tlal safegu2.rds should be 
provided to be sure tha·L tl1e voice of the peo9lo is heard ev-en 
u:1en other considerations nay have placed the decision-mald.ng 
r)o1rer elsewhere. (p. 34J 
Upcrational Denocracy: 'I'hose to r:iho!'l structure c;ives pouer may 
behave in a democratic or undemocratic fashion. To consult 
with others, to consider the interests and prejudices of those 
affected b7 executive decis:Lon-!":laking, to res:1cct the di;;nity 
of po1'sons of all de[',roes, to avoid roughshod riding o7er the 
r1inori ty, these :ire co·,mted as as:Jects of desirable bohavior 
in our Cl-lltural sottint; u.:".d are accordingly referred to as 
1a',.-,····ocr 01 t'c l"'··'do·I'""1'-1°'"' 1 (u 31 ;\ 1.......... c.;. ..;... _..;,.;c:\. .:;: . .i.. ·~j • -~ • Li 
9p·· 1 ...., - " t , D.. l' ·.· ·::i -.).,,., '. • i n ~ , 1 au_ l-... ·~or anct ona c1 r1. ~-oss, .1: ... ::.c.ncip .... es 01 ~cnoo 
.Ac1'1'J.nistration (l.:ew York: llcGraw-IIill Doak Co., 1957), p. 38. 
i3alanced jud,snent is a te171 lfort and Ross apply to common sense 
or practical-:'.lindedness. 11 The essence of uisdom in regard to these 
identified cultural Yalues or nrinciplcs is not the tot.::i.l sanctity 
of a.i.v one yrinciple but the fact that good judg:nent is the deliberate 
1;eighing of each in turn ·in rec;ard to the issue at hand. 11 
Justice: 'l'he essc::Ltial quality in terns of this nrinciplc is 
balance-protection of the individual ar~ainst the s:rsten and 
system ag:ainst the individual; oquali t:r before the lav, but 
justice tenperecl Hith individual mercy i:1 the verdict; care 
that the written rules arc definite and clear enough so that 
each nay lc1ow where ho stands, but not so detailed and 
infle::dble that their letter ::.~athor tha)1 their spirit must 
be ~dministered. (p. 34) 
6 
Equality of O;Jportunity: This t1rinciplc denands that each person 
shall h~'.ve his chance to reach whatever flowering his inner 
potential prom.:Lses. There are times when Wliformity of 
edltcatio~13.l service r:i.ay support this principle, but more often 
the µrincip le 1 s ir.1[) lementation is to be found in diversity. 
'.L'he equality principle indicates a social co:r:u7iitr:ient to 
do soraet,hing extra, 1to even things u;J, 1 for those unfavored 
by nature. (p. 35) 
Econor,zy-: Considnrations growing out of the tendency to look i·Tith 
paJ."'tj_cular disfavor in gover:nr:1ental :natters on the uasteful 
use of nonoy. This tendency is probably nore or loss present 
in all cultures, -;,rha.tev-cr their covern.'nental forrns, and present 
to an extremely high degree in the .A,'nerican culttll'e. It :Ls 
probably heightened by der:iocratic forms, a condition that uould 
accow1t for the particularly high degree :iJl uhich economy comes 
into ')la;7 in educational r1atters. (p. 121) 
Check::; a::i.d Balances: i::xperience has sh01rn that :JotJCr is a heady 
c.lr·ug. rr11ose h.avine it r:l:l8t be made subject to checlcs and 
bala.~ces. (p. 121) 
Liberty Without License: \·ihon uc speak of freedon TJe fear excesses 
in its use. ~le are conscious that unbridled freedom on the 
part of any imtLvidual uill inovitablv invade the pro:Jertv and 
other rights of other persons. We ar~ conscious of the r'~ct 
·t;hat freedon to injure oneself is more defensible in philosophy 
thar1 it, is in practice. >Je lmou that it is no fo.vor to anyone 
to rer:iove l:L"":"litations arou..'1.d those uho are unable, or not 
ready, to r:J.ove securel~f Hithout linri.tations. 'l'hus ·we contirmally 
seek the balance that proVides liberty without license. (p. 121) 
11esponsibility a..rid Authority: Experience has shoun that in aWJ 
complex enterprise responsibility and authorit:r should be 
closely associated. Ti1is hc-:..s botl1 positive am:ilications 
(giving authority to those who are ~hargod witl1 responsibility) 
and negative (arranp;ing neans by uhich those in authority Ca.11 
be held to account)~ (p. 121) 0 
Simplicity: The American people seem -t;o abhor the complex. i·Ie 
make simplicity a virtue; we accept e;reat sacrifices in terms 
of both the humanita..-"l"ian principles and the purpose principles 
in order to achieve it. (p. 121) 
7 
wyalties: Any group of people living ui thin easy communication 
distance from one another develop various group loyalties that 
must be taken into account in the CD.I'T"Jing on of an educational 
prograi.'11.. Sometimes we dignify these loyalties by speakLng of 
them as 'tradition' or aspects of 'the social cli.rnate. 1 (p. 121) 
Inertia: Jn any enterprise under the influence of the public 
care nust be taken to avoid unanticipated changes, since the 
shock of surprise may result in serious negative attitudes. 
This applies to change of tempo of development of a program 
fr on that which the public has been led to expect. Thus 
the prudent manager paces hi.i"'llself to some extent by a sense 
of the inertia pattern of the t:Lme, place, and enterprise. 
(p. 121) 
.rldaptability: M.aptability is the ability to adjust to newly 
developing needs or ·t,o new insight into methods of meeting 
old needs. (p. 175) 
Flexibility: l"lexibility is the ability to achieve the recognized 
end uith due regard to differences in situations and individuals 
concerned. (p. 175) 
Stability: The uord 'stability' connotes the conservation of the 
heritage which the race has achieved; the protection of those 
phases of our inheritance that are considered of lasting value; 
the protection of those concerned. (p. 227) 
It was necessary to define the areas of administration which 
uere used in categorizing the nature of the duties and responsibilities 
recQJ:'1~~ended by the state school board associations. 
Defir.ii tions 
Supervision of instructional program: 1 The suncrintcndent can 
determine the general :JOlicies and pattern b;r which the 
program of supervision could be conducted. He also must 
co-ordinate the efforts of his staff :::rrembers and see that 
they are working together efficiently and touard nroner 
e;oals. ill The instructional program L11cludes all~ subjects 
11John T. Wahlquist et al, I'hc Ad.'rJl:inistration of Public 
Education (lfotf York._: 'fi1e Ronald P-.-. ... e-:: <: Co 195')) p "J65 I - -- ., ~ , • ~ • 
pu!'sued by- students. Supervision, 1is what scJ:10ol personnel 
clo ~ritl1 adults and thinf:s for the purpose of naL'1taining 
or chancing the operation of the school in order to directly 
influence ti1e attainncnt of the n2.jor instructional f;;O['.ls 
of the schooi.12 
Curriculum: Includes both the academic sub;jcct areas and the 
act:Lvit7 progr.c::r;1 of the school--both curricular and extra-
curricular phases of the total ':)rogra'U. ".i:'he curriculu.i'11 
of the school includes all t!.1ose c::.ctivj_ties and influences 
which affect the child i..11 his crouth and development. Both 
standard ancl extracurricul.:1.1' G.ctivitios arc included. 113 
Special Services: InvolYes such services as health, guidance 
arid connseling, library, speech correction, reneclia1 reading 
and adult education.14 
Pupil Pcrso1mel: Involves the admission, clc.ssification, 
e;rade orocess, attendance and absence, census, record~, 
other irtforr;Jation concerning students in the school. l/ 
Staff fersonn.el: Lvivolves both instructional and non-
instructional personnel concerning the areas of salar';, 
tenure, contracts, selection, i~omotion, and assi.gn~ent, 
wolf are, and staff evaluation. 
agc-
and 
School Ple.nt: I:Trolvcs much nore than the school building, 
though this is its central element. 'l'he term 1plC?..nt 1 includes 
the school site, landscaping, playgrounds and other la.nd, and 
classrooms, corridors, lighting, heatine, an.cl sanitary 
fc.cilities of the building. In education<.1.1 1rritinc;.s and 
8 
12:Jen H. }fa1·ris, Su·Jervisor7 Behavi.or 
Prentice-Eall, Inc., 19u3 , p. ll. 
in Education ( Enelewood 
Cliffs: 
l3.Jahlquist, et al, 'I'he li.d::1inistration of Public Education, 
p. 280. 
Jl+no-.; d n ~lQ _.J.._i~-· ' l'"". ..,,,· / • 
15 11.ud.yard 
Seconclarv Schools 
PP• 257-267. 
IC. Ben·t and 
( l-Tell Yorl-c: 
Lloyd E. liCCann, Ach:iinistration of 
EcGraH-H ill Book Compan;y·, Inc., 1960), 
16
.'iahlquist, et al, The Administration of Fublic Education, 
PP• 212-255. 
discussions, ooeration and upkeep ai~e dealt ·with at> aspects 
of the plant.17 
9 
Public If.elations: In 'public relations', administration attempts 
to discover '"That the public, or, in current language, 'the 
publics 1 , expect of the organization, as well as to create 
a favorable public attitude toward an organization or its 
product.18 
l.lanager.ient of Business Affairs: Involves all financial aspects 
of the school systen Hhich the superintendent has a function. 
This uould include the budget, revenue, accounting, audit:L.'1g, 
purchase of supplies, ec1uipment, and instructional material, 
ordering a.i.'1d receivine, insurance, bonds, nnd office management. 
~u~h servil~f3 as food serv-lce and transportation cone under 
·0h1s area. 
School Law: Involves those duties and responsibilities uhich 
were required by lau. 
f'rof essional Growth and leadership: 11.efers to t11ose duties and 
responsibilities which encourage the role of the superintendent 
in school community leadership and professional mindedness. 
J.elationship to the Board of Education: H.efers to the statements 
which involve a descri,_Dtion of the relationship between the 
sur;erintendent and the board of education. 
E:-:ecute Policies of the Board of' iliucation: H.efers to the general 
statements concerni:ng the duties nnd responsibilities of the 
superintendent that :L.'1struct hiI:i. to execute and carry out the 
policies as set down by the board of education. 
Study and Appraisal of the Program: I'i1is involves a consta..11t 
study and appraisal of the total educational prograrn. by the 
::mperintendent. It involves his evaluations 3.nd recomnendations 
to the board of education for the improvement of the total 
educational system. 
17•• 11 0 .·c .i. ~Lero CL \Jo nunv and Paul n. Prence, The l'ractice of School 
Adxninistr12.tion (Boston: Houghton Hifflin Co., 1958), p. l+S. 
18r, ·- 1.._ uonn <Ja uon, Administration and Policv-Haking in Education 
(Jaltimore: The Johns Eopkins Press, 19~~9), p. 119. 
19Bent c.nd LcCann, Adrdnistration of Seconda.r:v- Schools, 
pp. 21:31-305. 
CHAPT:ER II 
REVIEW OF REIATID LITERATURE 
In a study conducted by Royal Senn titled, "Du.ties ot Saburban 
Cook County Common Elementary School Superintendents,n20 the same 
administrative principles were used to evaluate the written policies 
of various Cook County School Districts concerning the rules governing 
official administrative action. He sent out one-hundred letters asking 
for this information. He received written policies from thirty-two 
school districts. He tried to evaluate each rule or policy, by system, 
to determine which principles, it aey, applied. 
Brie~, he f oum that many rules had their basis in more than 
one principle. He found a wide range in the amount of detail which 
various districts used in setting down the duties and responsibilities 
of the superintendent. Some were detailed while others were general. 
He llSed a separate table for each system to show the specific f oumation 
of each rule. He also included a composite table showing the total 
percentage of times each of the fourteen principles were usedi 
2°-aoyai Allen Senn, "Duties of Suburban Cook County Common 
Elementary School Superintendents," (Unpublished Master• s paper, 
Graduate School, Eastern D.linois University, 1964), PP• 6-10. 
10 
TABIE l 
SENN•S COMPCSITE TABLE OF DATA 
Principles Pccentage 
Structural Democracy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Operational Democracy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Justice •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Equality of ~portunity. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ecor101R1' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Checks and Balances • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Liberty Without License •••••••••••• • ••• 
Responsibility and Authority ••••••••••••• • 
Simplicity • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
l.oyalty" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
In.ertia •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Adaptability • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••• 
Flexibility • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Stability • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
99 
9 
5 
1 
25 
53 
7 
32 
10 
17 
63 
20 
20 
37 
lJ. 
In a study conducted by Gerstabacher and Iuckmann it was found 
that: 
One ot the chief sources of conflict tor the administrator is 
the tact that the board often encroaches upon the superintendents 
duties and responsibilities by continuing t.o administer in the 
areas concerning the management of personnel, curriculum, housing 
and fiscal atfairs, although the boards usual.11' do not interfere 
in public relations. 21 
On the basis of this statement by Gerstabacker and Iuckmann, 
it appears that the duties and responsibilities should be clearl.1' 
understood. 
In a study conducted by Pierce and Wilson, it was noted that, 
21F.ranc1s S. Chase and Egon G. Guba, "Adm:i.nistrative Roles and 
Behav.i.or1 " Review of Educational Research, XXV (October, 1955), PP• 2al-98, 
citing Charles A. Gerstabac~ and Lloyd D. Luokmann, 11.Areas of Contlict 
in Ca.l.Uornia School Administration, tt (Pasadena: California Association 
of School Administrators, 1951), P• 62. 
12 
"the concepts of role and function held by laymen and by educators are 
at variance in many respects, and, to make matters worse, the point or 
view held by either one of these groups is in some respects incon-
sistent.1122 
By basing these duties and responsibilities on sound admjnistrative 
principles, school boards could better clarify the superintendent's 
duties and responsibilities. 
White found that o~ 60.4 percent of the local school districts 
in the United States had a policy manual. 2.3 In a second study covering 
seventeen states, it was discovered that similar topics were treated 
by local school boards, and that distinctive patterns of coverage for 
different sized districts were not evident. White pointed out that 
this suggested, "that there is a common core of matters for which every 
school board of an operating district needs to adopt policies and that 
this was recognized in the smaller school systems represented in the 
study.,.24 
22Jrancis s. Chase and F.gon G. Guba, ".Administrative Roles 
and Behavior," ReView ot :Educational Research, XXV (October, 1955), 
pp. 281-98, citing Truman Pierce and Crai.g'Wilson, "Research in County 
Educational Administration," School Executive, IXXIII {March, 1953)1 
PP• 96-106. 
23.Alpheus L. White, Local School Boards: Organization and 
Practices, U.S. Department of Health, Fducation, and Welfare, otfice 
of Fducation~ Bulletin No. 8 {Washington: u.s. Government Printing 
Office, l962J, P• 64. 
24AJpheus L. 'White, "Characteristics of Local School Board 
Policy," u.s. Department of Health, Fducation,, and Welfare,, Of.tice 
of Fducation, Bulletin No. 14 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing 
Office, 1959), P• 23. 
13 
If this was true, the state associations should more fu~ 
develop written policies to be used as an example for local boards of 
education requesting such information. 
Concerning the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent 
and staff, White's study found that statements on personnel administration 
covering a wide range of topics were included in all manuals received. 
Much space was devoted to this. Increasing size and complexity of 
school organization coupled with unprecedented problems of personnel 
shortage and rapid increases in enrollment have contributed to a need 
for written personnel policies. Analysis of the proVisions Within 
this area revealed that the topics, most frequently dealt With were: 
(1) selection of personnel, (2) job qualification, (3) duties and 
responsibilities of the personnel, (4) salaries,, (.5) sick leave, 
(6) inservice education, and (7) retirement. Nine out of ten contained 
a list of persormel duties and responsibilities. 25 
25 ~., P• 24. 
CHAPTm III 
METHODS OF PROCEDURE AND TREATMENT OF DATA 
letters were sent to each of the fifty state school board 
26 
associations in the United States asking for cUITently reconmended 
model school policies.27 The names of the executive secretaries of 
each association and their addresses were obtained from the executive 
secretary of the Illinois Association of School Boards. 
When these data were obtained, an analysis and evaluation of 
each state's policies concerning the duties and responsibilities of the 
superintendent of schools was undertaken. Each state's policies were 
analyzed separately, and each rule or policy in the set was analyzed 
to find which principle, if any, the rule had as its basis. A specific 
table was provided for each state28 along with a composite table shoWing 
the total percentage of rules, which in the author's judgment, had 
their basis in each principle. 29 
26see Appendix II. 
27 See Appendix I. 
28See Appendix v. 
29see Table 3. 
The extent and nature of the written policies concerning the 
duties and responsibilities of the superintendent provided by the 
state associations was analyzed. 
A list or areas of administration was constructed by using 
several texts in school administration. These areas of administration 
were used to determine the nature ot the lists of duties and 
responsibilities. F.ach state• s list was analyzed to see how well the 
individual state association covered the areas of administration.30 
The list that more fully covered the areas of administration 
was selected and used to show the logic for app~ a particular duty 
or responsibility. Each duty or responsibility was analyzed separate'.cy' 
to show how balanced judgment was achieved. 
Factors Aftecting the Analysis 
One of the .factors which affected the d.a.tawas the various 
state• s laws concerning education in general, and more specifical.'.cy', 
the laws concerning the superintendent; or schools. However, these 
laws did not effect, to ~great degree, his specific duties ar:d 
responsibilities. 
Due to the large geographic area covered, there was some 
variability-. Some state associations undoubtedly- felt that little 
needed to be said concerning the superintendent's duties and 
responsibilities while others felt it necessary to go into great 
detail. 
30see Table 2. 
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There was a great deal of similarity,, however.; ttThe duties 
and responsibilities of the superintendent of schools are much the same 
in all states,, but they vary some"What depending on state laws concerning 
the functions of the local school system,, and the form ot arganization. 1131 
I:t the local school boards and their policies were being 
dealt with, there would be more variables. One educator listed five 
such variables concerning the duties and responsibilities of the 
superintendent of schools: ll) the size of the school district; 
(2) the peculiar problems of a community; (3) the superintendent's 
relationship with the board; (4) the superintendent's specialized 
skills and primary interests; and t5) the superintendent's nature an1 
administrative philosophy.32 
The local situation must always be taken into account when 
dealing with the duties am responsibilities of the superintendent. 
Because a subjective judgment was used in the evaluation of 
the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent, it should be 
pointed out that this was a limi ta.tion of the study. 
31charles Everand Reeves, School Boards: Their Status 
Functions, and ActiVities (New York: Prentice-Hall,, Inc., 1954), 
P• 267. 
32Robert E. Wilson, The Modern School Suryerintendent 
(New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1960 , p. 28. • 
ANALYSIS OF DA.Tl 
Thirty-nine out of fifty state school board associations aclalOW'ledged 
the letter requesting information concerning a model set of school board 
policies and the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent o:t 
schools.33 Of' these thirty-nine, twenty-three sent material concerning 
written policies and nineteen dealt With the duties and responsibilities 
of the superintendent of schools. 34 
Generally, it seemed that not a great deal had been done concerning 
a recommended set of model school board policies. No state association 
had such a set. Two state Associations, Permsylvania and California,, 
openly expressed in their letters that this was somethlng which they 
should have. The California association's letter stated that funds 
had been appropriated tor this purpose. The New York and Washington 
State Associations openly' expressed opposition to a set of model 
policies because of the different characteristics of various local 
districts. 
Thirteen state associations sent their handbook for school 
board members. This seem.ad to be the official publication of most 
associations. All of these handbooks contained information regarding 
33See Appendix m. 
34See Appendix IV. 
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written policies am dealt with the duties and responsibilities or 
the superinl;endent or schools. 
18 
From the variety of material sent,, it seemed that there was a 
great deal of information available to local districts concerning 
written policies. Much of this information was devoted to questions 
such as, why local boards should have written policiesJ what should be 
included in these policies; and how to go about developing these policies. 
Those state associations which sent material usualq included an 
outline of school board policies to serve as a guide in developing 
or revising existing policies. UsualJ¥, a section outside of the 
outline was devoted to the duties and responsibilities of the 
superintel¥i.ent. These duties and responsibilities, sometimes general 
and sometimes specific 1 were shown in a direct relationship with those 
duties and responsibilities of the board of education. 
MaI\Y associations that sent material stressed some of the same 
points. One of the first major points was that written policies were 
very important and necessary to a school system from the standpoint 
ot ef'fecti ve school operations. The New York State School Board 
Association SWl'llled this up: 
If these policies do not put the board in the position of meddling 
and interfering with the administrative duties belonging to the 
superintendent, while at the same time providing a clear basis 
for the ad11dni.strative activities of the superintendent, the,rftime 
devoted to policy development cannot fail to be well spent.3.;J 
3.Swew York State School Boards Association, Handbook for School 
Boards: Statement of Policies (ilbaI\V': New York State SChool Boards 
Associations, Inc., l~l), P• 1. 
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The National School Board Association also i'elt strongly about 
written policies. "The lack of a set of written school board policies 
which is well organized, precisely written, and up-to-date can be, 
as recently expressed,, a major haiXl.icap to effective school board 
operations. 1136 The National Association summed up why written policies 
are important in these words--"clarity, understan:ling, good will, 
direction, control and efficieney.n37 
Another major point which was brought out by the various state 
associations, concerned the trend toward a diVision of function. This 
diV:i.sion of function concerned the relationship between the board of 
education and the superintendent. Briefly, the board delegates and 
legislates (makes policy); the superintendent executes and administers 
(makes rules and regulations, subject to board approval), in order to 
carry out the policy. 
The Missouri State School Board Association pointed out three 
principles concerning this division of function: (1) the board 
formulated policies for general management of schools in the district; 
(2) the school administration was concerned With the executive and 
administrative duties in carrying out the policies which had been 
adopted by the board of education. This responsibility should be 
clearly and definitely delegated to the superintendent of schools in 
36Na.tional School Board Association, How to Develap Written 
Policies: A Guide to Procedures. A Report Prepared by the N.§.B.A.-.. 
N.E.A. Joint Committee (Washington: National School Boards Association, 
Inc. and National Education Association, 1962). 
37Ibid., PP• 1-2• 
writing as a part of the rules and regulations ot the board; (3J 
appraisal or final judgment wa.s clearly the responsih:Ui ty of the 
board of education. 38 
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'l'he Missouri Association further stated: "By trial and success 
in past experience of many boards working with ll1aJ\'f superintendents, 1 t 
has been discovered what kind of powers and fu.nctions should be executed 
by ea.eh. It has been found that when the board performs one ld.nd ot 
function and the superintendent another ld.nd ot function, the schools 
are more effectively administered.n39 
Since much responsibility now in practice was definitely delegated 
to the superintendent, it became necessary to evolve a set of educational 
policies that would differentiate between the job of the board and 
chief administrator.40 
The Virginia Association supported this same idea: 
The definition ot his ru~tion as the chief executive officer 
of the local board, the differentiation between his function and 
those of the board, a knowledge or what functions must be handled 
jointly by the superintendent and the board, and a full under-
standing and appreciation of the co-operative relationship which 
should exist between the two are necessary for the s~cess:tul 
functioning of both the board and the superintendent.41 
38w.w. Carpenter, A.G. Capps and L.G. Townsend, S~estions for 
Procedure for Missouri Boards of Education (Columbia: Theniversity 
of Missouri, 19§i), PP• 5::6. 
39Ibid., P• 9. 
4oibid., p. ia. 
-
4l Virginia School Boards Association, Virginia School Boards 
(Charlottesville: The Virginia School Boards Association, 196i), p. 28. 
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This does not mean to say that neither could seek the advice 
and aid of the other in performing his duties, but that each should 
capitalize on the experience of the other. 
Since this division of .function was judged to be so important 
for effective school operations, there was an apparent need to express 
in writing just what these duties and responsibilities should be for 
both the board of' education and the superintendent of schools. Nineteen 
of the twenty-three associations Which sent material do this to some 
degree. Many lead into the subject as the Kentucky Association did, 
ns1nce lack of clear understanding of the relationship of the 
superintendent of schools and the board of education have been the 
source of much conflict, the duties and responsibilities of the 
superintendent will be briefly described. 1142 
The South Dakota Association pointed out the importance of 
setting down in writing the duties and responsibilities of the 
superintendent: 
F.a.ch school board is faced with the problem of determining 
the amount of responsibility which it will delegate and 
de:f.'ining specifically the powers and functions that go along 
with this delegated responsibility.43 
The New York As~ ciation stated: 
Define the work of the board and superintendent--clear 
definitions make for efficient operation. It is helpruJ. 
both to the board and the staff if the areas tor staff 
42reonard E. Meece, A .Manual tor School Board Members (Iexington: 
Bulletin of the Bureau of School Service, rc;)liege of Education, 
University of Kentuclcy', 1964), P• 23. 
43Associated School Boards of South Dakota, Handbook tor South 
Dakota School Board Members (Pierre: Sta.te Department of Public 
Instruction and Associated School Boards of South Dakota, 1960) 1 p. 26. 
action and the areas for board f!¥tion, as well as expected 
interactions are fully def ined.44 
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The Kentticky Association uncovered some of the areas of difficulty 
which could arise if these duties and responsibilities were not set 
down: (1) The board misunderstands its duties and responsibilities and 
undertakes the responsibility which belongs to the superintendent; 
(2) the board neglects its function or abandons them to the superintendent; 
(3) the superintendent is by-passed; (4) the board delegates administrative 
functions to the secretary or treasurer.45 
The question then arose as to how specific or general the state 
associations should be in describing written policies--speci.fically 
those concerning the duties and responsibilities o.f the superintendent. 
As stated earlier, most of the associations included a general outline 
in the back of the handbook. Seldom did an association go into any 
type of detail, even though area coverage might have been extensive. 
They always encouraged local boards to use the outline to develop 
very detailed policies of their own. l~ outlines were similar in 
nature. 
There were many specific reasons for not including a recommended 
set of model policies which would be more detailed than merely an outline. 
The Virginia Association, like many others, encouraged local 
boards to develop a format which they considered best for their own 
44New York State School Boards Association, Handbook for Sohool 
Boards: statement of Policies, P• 7. 
45Meece, A Manual for School Boards, P• 26. 
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purpose. Michigan stated in a letter that variables in size and 
economic structure make it difficult to formulate a model policy for 
all school districts. other associations listed such variables as 
size, tradition, need, backgrotmd or culture, complexity, and 
economical conditions of the local districts as reason for not 
developing a detailed set of policies. 
The Maine Association stated: "No outline of policy content 
can be made appreciable to all districts. Jn fact, the great value 
comes from policies that are closely adopted to each local situation. 
HCMever, there are certain areas or policy making which should usuall,y 
be considered. n46 Maine seemed to suggest that more than just an out-
line, like such associations as Kansas, Arkansas, and Minnesota, can 
be provided without infringing on the individual differences and 
freedans of local boards of education. 
The South Dakota Association strengthened this idea by saying 
that the school district makes a difference; but, "there is a core 
of matter common to all school districts. 1147 
Concerning the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent, 
the North Carolina Association, in a letter, went the opposite wa:y in 
stating that school systems were so diverse in size it was impossible 
to list the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent. No 
attempt was made to do so. 
46state School Boards Associations, Inc. of Maine, S§iested 
Guides for Det · • School Board Poli (Orona: State School Boards 
Association, Inc., Maine, 1963 , P• 1. 
47Associated School Boards of South Dakota, Handbook for South 
Dakota School Board Members, p. 25~ 
Sane states got around this. The New York Association commented 
in a letter that the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent; 
were so well defined by the state's statutes that little needed to be 
said or done in describing his duties and responsibilities. 
Maey State Associations-Michigan,, Georgia,, Illinois,, Wasb:ingto?} 
New Jersey,, Kentucq,, Wisconsin,, and Okl.ahana--commented that they did 
not have their awn set of model school board policies,, but that they' 
did suppl;r local districts with some good examples of written policies 
from other local school boards, which they believed would tit the 
district requesting such examples. One association commented that 
they received thirty to forty letters a year requesting such material. 
This service was usually set up in the form of a loan library which 
made available these copies of well-formulated board policies for 
school districts to use in developing or revising their own policies. 
Many state associations recommended and used material tram the 
National School Board Association. Two important references were the 
Reference Manual on Written School Board Policies48 mn the guide book, 
How to Develop Written Policies. Some of the State Associations which 
used and recommended the M.S.B.A. material to local boards of education 
were: Louisiana, Connecticut, lllinois,, Washington,, New Jersey,, South 
Dala:>ta, Arizona, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, w. Virginia, and Kentucky. 
48National School Boards Association and National Education 
Association,, Reference Manual on Written School Board Policies 
(Evanston: MSBA, 1960. The manual was not available at the time 
of the study. 
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Turning specifically to the lists of duties and responsibilities 
of the superintendent, it was interesting to note the extent to which 
some associations went in listing these duties and responsibilities.49 
The lists ranged in length from two to one hUI¥ired and ten duties ani 
responsibilities. Generally, the length ran from ten to sixteen. 
Such State Associations as Missouri, Kentuelcy', Virginia, Georgia, 
Wyoming, Maine, Maryland., Oklahoma, Nebraska., Montana, and Washington 
provided fairly good lists while lllinois, Texas, North Carolina, and 
South Dakota provided very short and general listings. 
All but two of the lists mentioned the local superinter.rlent of 
schools. Georgia and Marylani1s lists of duties and responsibilities 
concerned the county superintendent. 
New York and Maine included the laws or their state concerning 
these duties and responsibilities. 
Oklahoma and Georgia sent local policy manuals which listed 
the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent. All other lists 
were those of the state associations. 
These differences Which have been mentioned were dealt with in 
the same manner in regard to the evaluation based upon the fourteen 
principles. 
Concerning the nature of the lists of duties and responsibilities 
of the superintendent of schoois,50 the coverage of the areas of 
administration ranged from four to thirteen out of thirteen. The 
area of staff personnel received attention by all nineteen state 
associations that prov:tded lists. Eighteen associations covered the 
49See Appendix V. 
5°See Table 2. 
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area of study and approval of the program by the superinterrlent. 
Sixteen state associations eJCPressed that the superintendent was to 
execute the policies of the board of education. Sixteen associations 
dealt with the relationship of the superintendent to the board of 
education. 
The areas of pupil personnel, special services, and school 
law received the least attention by the state associations. Onl\r 
nine associations specil'ied the duties and responsibilities of the 
superintendent in the area of curriculum arr1 in the area of school 
plant (operation and maintainance). 
In the area or business-management, transportation am. food 
service were covered by onfy one association in each instance. 
In the area or pupil personnel, attendance was mentioned <>ncy-
one time. 
In the area or sta:f'f personnel, contracts were mentioned 
twice, substitutes once, and salaries were referred to by only s:ix 
associations. 
Nebraska covered all thirteen of the areas of administration. 
Missouri covered twelve, Maine and Wyoming covered eleven, and 
Kentucky and New York covered ten or the thirteen areas. 
It was obvious that some state associations did not feel it 
necessary to go into any great detail concerning the duties and 
responsibilities of the superinterdent, while other associations made 
an effort to cover all areas of administration. 
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~1ost of the areas or administration used to categorize the 
nature of the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent as 
recommended by state school board associations were common and seemed 
obvious.5l However, same of the areas were cons~ucted to fit the 
situation. In dealing with the state school board associations, the 
statements were sometimes general and therefore difficult to elassii'y'. 
Because of this general nature, it was necessary to include the 
following categories or areas in which the superintendent may play a 
significant role in carrying out his duties and responsibilities: 
relationship to the board or education; school law; prof essiona.1 
gro;rth and leadership; execution of policies of the board of education; 
and study and appraisal of the program. For example, some associations 
listed as a duty a responsibility of the superintendent for the execution 
of the policies as set down by the board of education. No mention was 
made to a specific area; obviously this statement included all aspects 
of the school program. Another example was statements which directed 
the superintendent to perform those duties and responsibilities as 
prescribed by law. Again, many times, no mention wa s made as to 
the nature of these duties and responsibilities. Often there were such 
general statements which applied to a study and appraisal of the school 
program. Concerning the relationship to the school board, statements 
were often made as to when a superintendent should atten:l board meetings 
and when he should not; other statements related to the general co-
operative relationship between the superintenient and board of education. 
5lsee Table 2. 
Still other statements gave the superintendent a voice but no vote. 
Many statements dealt with the professional and leadership duties 
and responsibilities of the superintendent. This was usually in the 
form of attending professional meetings and his role as a leader in 
the school and community. 
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In the evaluation of the various lists of duties and responsibilities, 
it was found that all of the duties and responsibilities were based on 
at least one, and often ma.tJi1, of the principles of administration being 
. 52 
used in this study. 
It was interesting to see how many states consistently based 
their lists on a particular principle. Many examples of this could be 
seen by analyzing the tabulations by state.53 Fourteen of the fifteen 
principles listed by the Washington Association were based on the 
principle of stability. Seven out of seven duties and responsibilities 
listed by the Wyoming Association were based upon the principles or 
stability and operational democracy. The New Jersey Association list 
had eight out of eleven based upon the principle of structural 
democracy. New York founded seven out of nine duties and responsibilities 
on the principle of structural democracy. 
The tempo principles-stability, flexibility, and adaptability 
were the group of principles emphasized most by the various associations 
52see Appendix v. 
53see Appendix v. 
combined.54 The principle of inertia received a great deal of 
attention by the associations. 
Principles 
TABLE 3 
COMPOSITE TABLE OF DATA 
Structural Democracy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
cperationa.1 Democracy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Justice • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Equality of Opportunity • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
F.con~ •••••••••••••••• • ••• • • 
Checks and Balances. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Liberty Without License •••••••••••••• 
Responsibility and Authority • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Simplicity • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.:Loyal. ty" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Inertia • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • 
.Adaptability • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Flexibility • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Stability • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Percentage 
40.4 
5o.o 
36.l 
48.7 
2a.1 
22.6 
18.3 
10.0 
34.3 
14.3 
50.9 
43.o 
49.1 
52.2 
It was not surprising to note how low the principle ot 
responsibility and authority rated in the percentage of times it 
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was used as a basis for a duty or responsibility. It seemed as though 
school boards spent a great deal of time listing duties an:l 
responsibilities but seldom attached the authority that should go 
along with this responsibility. 
It seemed that often this authority was implied or inferred 
by the board of education and that they took for grarrlied that when 
the superintendent was given responsibility, he naturally had the 
authority to carry out the assigned responsibility or duty. Man;r 
54see Table J. 
times these words were thought of as synonymous. However, it seemed 
that there should be a more definite mention of authority to secure 
a more .firm foundation for the superintendent. It appeared that the 
board of education was reserving .full authority for themselves. 
Whenever a superintendent. was assigned a certain responsibility, it 
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should be clearly understood that authority accompanied responsibility. 
The principle of checks and balances did not rate high on the percentage 
chart. This might have revealed a mutual trust between the board and 
superintendent. 
The principle of equality of opportunity rated low. It 
seemed that equality of opportunity was often taken for granted and 
therefore few duties and responsibilities were representative of it. 
The duties and responsibilities varied from state to state 
but there was a good deal of similarity. This was probably due to the 
lack of detail and the presence of maey generalities. 
The Nebraska State School Boards Association provided one of 
the most comprehensive lists of duties and responsibilities. This 
list was analyzed, using the fourteen principles, as an exercise in 
balanced judgment. 
l. Acts as the executive officer of the school and attends all 
board meetings. 
Operational Democracz: This statement gave the superintendent an 
opportunity to have a voice in the decision-making. It showed that 
the board has recognized the superintendent as an individual. The 
board was acting in a democratic fashion. 
Justice: The statement was characterized by bala.med protection ot 
the individual (superintendent) against the system (board) and the 
SY"stem against the individual. 
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Checks and Balances: The fact that the superintendent was permitted 
to attend all board meetings suggested that this statement acted as 
possible checks and balances between the superintendent and the board 
or education. 
Inertia: The statement is a prudent one indeed; the fact that the 
superintendent met With the board so that everything was open and 
there would be no unexpected changes characterized inertia. 
Flexibilitz: The part,"acts as the executive officer,," provided a 
general statement Which allowed the superintendent with some freedom 
of action. Justice is also implied here because of the lack of specifics. 
2. Acts as administrator of the schools under approved. policies 
of the board, rules and regulations of the state department of education,, 
and state law. 
§tructural Democracy: The phrase, "under approved policies of the board, 
rules and regulations of the state department of education,, and state 
law," inferred structural democracy. It suggested that the control 
of the superintendent's actions was provided by laws and rules an:i 
regulations. The final decisions rested close to the people through 
the safeguards or the state laws and board of education. 
Justice: The statement suggested justice by providing protection tor 
the superintendent and the people. T.he fact that the superintendent 
had such boundaries and that they were clearly stated indicated both 
protection for him and the people. 
Checks and Ba.lances: It was obvious that the laws and policies were 
checking the action of the superintendent. 
Liberty Without License: The superintendent's actions were placed 
under control and subject to board policies and various state laws. 
The superintendent 1 s power was thus limited. 
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Inertia: By restricting to a degree the superintendent's actions, 
the board was carefulzy- proViding for the avoidance or unanticipated 
actions on the part of the superintendent. 
Fle:x:l.bili ty;: Even though restrictions have been provided, the 
superintendent has freedom to work Within a bouniary and no specific 
situations or limitations were inferred. 
Stabilit;y:: Protection of the educational values was written into every 
work of this statement. The ~ use of such words as laws,, approved. 
policy,, and rules and regulations suggested an attempt to protect 
values. 
3. Supervises the school s;ystem as the prof'essional leader ot 
the staff and adviser to the board. 
Simplicitz: The s~tement implied simplicity in describing rather 
com:p1ex duties. 
Inertia: The statement provided for prudence in the tact that the 
superintendent was responsible to both ends of the school organizational 
system. This provided. less chance of unanticipated changes or surprises 
in the program. 
Flexibility: The fact that the superintendent had responsibilities 
to the board and star! inferred that due regard must be given to 
differences in situations and indi.Viduals concerned. Undoubted:cy-
there would often be two points of view that he must deal with. 
4. Presents information needed for continuous policy-making and 
suggests new policies for the board's consideration. 
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Structural Democracz: The phrase, "for the board's consideration," 
suggested that the .final decision was being placed close to the people 
or through the board of education. 
£2_erational Democracy: The board of education gave the superintendent 
a voice in determining policy. The board has shown democratic leader-
ship by not excluding the superintendent. 
Justice: This statement suggested mutual protection for the board 
and superintendent. The superintendent could make "suggestions" and 
the board may nconsider" these suggestions. 
Inertia: The phrase, "presents informationV suggested that careful 
consideration would be given to changes in policy--a prudent approach. 
Adaptability: The phrase, "continuous policy making and suggests 
new policies, 11 suggested that the board was tr-.ring to continually 
adjust to newly developing needs. 
Flexibility: The board was taking into consideration the superintendent 
in giVing him an opportunity to make suggestions for change. 
5. Supervises and distributes the minutes recorded by the 
clerk. 
Justice: This statement provides for justice in that protection was 
afforded to the system and the indiv:i.dual in that written records were 
kept of board action. 
S;!pI.elicitz: The statement was clear and simple--nothing complex. 
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Inertia: A written record was prudent. The fact that the superintendent 
supervises and distributes the minutes was further exmr;>le of prudence. 
6. Fu?-nishes information relative to the school program, organizes 
it in accordance with board policy, and recol!llllends needed and feasible 
changes. 
Structural Democrac;y: The phrase, "organizes it in accordance with 
board policy," suggested that the board has the control and that 
minimal safeguards have been provided. 
Qperationa.l Democracy: The board has shown democratic leadership by-
giving the superintendent a chance to recommend needed changes. 
Justice: The phrase, "accordance with board policy," was general 
enough to provide flexibility yet it gave protection to the superintendent. 
The superintendent was told where he stood am jast how far be could go. 
Liberty Without License: The superintendent was limited in his actions 
by- the policies of the board or education. 
Ada;etabilit;y: The phrase, "recommends needed and feasible changes," 
interred adaptability-. The board was proViding for adjustments to 
newl\y" developed needs. 
Flexibility: The board of education has shown a regard for the 
superintendent and the statement indicated that he must do the sam.e 
by organizing his information in "accordance with board policy." 
7. Supervises the preparation of school policies and advises 
the board on needed changes or additions. 
~ationa.1 Democracr: The board has provided a democratic pattern 
by giving the superintendent the opportunity- to supervise preparation 
o:t policy am advise the board. 
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Justice: Protection was implied by the giving the superintendent a 
voice in the policy development with the board having the final decision. 
The statement was clear but allc:Med some flexibility. 
Adaptability;: The phrase, "needed changes or additions," suggested 
adaptability. The board has provided for changes to be made when they 
were necessary. 
Flexibilitl: The board has taken into consideration the superintendent 
who was vitally concerned with the educational. program. 
8. With the approval of the board, determines qualifications for 
each position and duties of all supervision, teaching, ani other 
employees, and nominates all school personnel often carefulJ.y checld.ng 
their qualifications. 
Structural Democracz: "With the approval of the board, 11 inferred that 
the control rested With the board of education. 
Qeerational Democracz: Even though the board has reserved final 
approval of the superintendent's decisions, they have allowed him to 
play a significant part in determining what should be done concerning 
staff personnel. 
ld.bert.z Without License: The board provided limitations to the 
superintendent in the performance of his duties by the phrase, "with 
the approval of the board." 
Inertia: Careful consideration was provided by this statement in the 
nomination of school personnel. 
nexibilitr: The statement seE111ed to recognize the fact that different 
positions require certain qualif'ications. The individual and the 
position must be taken into account in job assignment. 
9. Prepares a salary schedule, in co-operation with staff 
representatives, tor consideration of the board, and administers it 
after adoption. 
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Structural Democracr: The phrases, "in co-operation With the staff," 
am.,. "for consideration or the board," implied that some controls 
that the staff and public lthrough the board of education) had in the 
matter of salary schedules. 
9>erational Democracy: The board has considered and decided to consult 
with the staff in the matter of salary. The staff was allowed a voice 
in the decision ma.king even though final authority rested with the 
board of education. 
Justice: ihe staff was protected by the system and the system was 
protected by the individual. 
Equality of 9>portuni$.y: The board has taken steps to provide a little 
more equality by giving the staff representation in this decision. 
Checks and Ba.lances: To sane extent, the board was checked by the 
staff; of course, the staff was cheeked by the board of education. 
19laltz: The board has wisely taken into consideration the "social 
climate" or the groups loyalties of the staff. 
Inertia: The statement was a prudent one, in that it has given 
representation to the staff. 
Flexibilitr: The board has taken into consideration the staff feelings. 
10. Adlnin:i.sters a plan, after adoption by the board, concerning 
pupils, and disciplines those who do not comply with school regulations, 
stated board policy, and state law. 
Structural Democracy: The phrases, "after adoption by the board, 11 
and "comply with school regulations, stated board policy, am state 
law," were safeguards provided by the board to see that the control 
stayed with the representative body of the public. 
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Liberty Without License: The superintendent was limited in his actions 
by the board and state laws. 
Responsibility and Authority:: The board eJq>ressed the fact that the 
superintendent has the responsibility to administer a plan and gave 
him the authority--"disciplines those who do not comply"-to carry 
out the plan. 
Inertia: Various measures were taken to see that careful and deliberate 
considerations were taken in the discipline of students. 
Stabilitz: The statement provides protection for the value held by 
the school. Discipline was a way of protecting values and the statement 
has provided for that discipline. 
11. Prepares an annual inventory of equipment and supplies and 
estimates needs for the next school year. 
9>erational Democracy: The board has given the superintendent a voice 
in what was needed for the next year. They were considering him in 
the decision-ma.king. 
Econo51: The fact that an inventory of equipment and supPlies and an 
estimate of needs was provided implied economic measures. 
Aqaptabilitz: The board was sh<»rlng the ability to adjust to 
changing needs and conditions in estimating the needs for the coming 
year. 
12. With the advice of the teaching staff, recanmends text-
books for the approval of the board. 
Structural Democracz: The phrases, "with the advice of the teaching 
staff," and "approval of the board," suggested that control was spread 
out to the staff and public. The people concerned have a voice in the 
decision to be made. 
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Operational Democraez: The board has allowed the staff to participate 
in the decision-mald.ng. The start interest was being considered. 
Equaliti ot Opportunitz' The board has given the staff representation 
in this matter. It has given the staff' equality in the decision to be 
made. 
S:ilnplicitz: The statement is a s1mple one. It did not go into acy 
great detail as to procedure. 
!:oyal tz: The board has taken into account the group ot teachers er 
the social climate. 
Inertia: The board was acting 1n a prudent matter in all<Ming the 
staff to participate. 
Adaptability: The board was allowing f'or needed changes to be made 
in the instructional program. 
Flexibility: The board has taken into consideration the individuals 
involved. 
13. Develops courses of study with the help of the staff', for 
board approval. 
Structural Democracy: "With the help of the staff, for board approval," 
interred that the control was placed close to the people affected. 
The staff has some control as well as the board of education. 
9?erational Democracz: The board was allowing staff' participation 
in the decision-making. They are considering the interest of those 
involved. 
Justice: Both the individual start member and the board of education 
were protected. The staff had a voice and the board could approve 
or disaP.Prove. 
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!quality of 0pportunit;r1 The board has given the staff equality by 
letting them take part in the development or courses or study. 
Lozaltis The board has taken into consideration the ataft as a group; 
they have considered the "social climate" of the group. 
Inertia: This statement was a careful step in that it had the staff' 
participate in the development of the program so they would know 
exactly what was being done • 
.Adaptability: The tact that they had provided tor the development ot 
courses of stuey suggested that they were providing tor changes to 
meet new and constantJ.y shii"ting valuas. 
Flexibilitzs The board was being flexible in showing considerations 
of the staff. 
14. Advises the board on desirable objectives for instructional 
materials and library 1 and directs their Use. 
C!>erational Democracy: The board has consulted the s11perintendent 
and has let him participate in the decision-making. 
Re§Ponsibili'!:r and Authority: The board gave the superintendent the 
responsibility to "advise" am the authority to "direct" their use. 
!daPtability: The :t'act 'lihat the board has made a provision for finding 
desirable objectives implied that there was a continual job of defining 
the objectives ot the program and that the redefining involved adjustment 
to newly developing needs. 
15. Prepares written agenda and reports and sems them to board 
members in advance. 
Sip!Pl1citz: The statement provided tor a simple procedure. 
J.nertia: Sending out the reports and agenda in advance may have avoided 
surprise to the board members when they meet to discuss changes. The 
change would not be unanticipated and would meet with more approval 
than if a problem had been introduced without warning. 
16. Suggests to the board a planned public relations program and 
directs it after board approval. 
Structural Democracz: The phrase, "board approval," suggested that 
the board had control over this matter. 
Re!?Eonsibility and Authoritz: The board has given the superintendent 
the responsibility to suggest a public relations program and the 
authority to direct the program. 
Loyaltz: Public relations always took into consideration the group, 
or in this case, the public; the social climate was being considered. 
Inertia: The public relations program keeps the people Wormed of 
change. These changes were handled very sld.llfully by' the public 
relations program to see that the people were not shocked or surprised 
by an unanticipated change. 
Flex:i.bili;t;z: Regard was being shown £or the people. 
17. Prepares suitable annual and other reports as required by 
the board and state law. 
Structural Democracz: The phrasell' 11required by the board and state 
law, 11 showed the minimal safeguards which have been taken to insure 
that the superintendent i'ollows the wishes oi' the people that he serves. 
S;i.mplicitz: The statement described a simple procedure. The statement 
was not detailed as to the content of the reports. 
Stabilitz: The reports provided protection for all concerned. 
18. Provides information so that the board can appraise employee's 
services. 
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Structural Democracy;: The board has the control of the school personnel. 
This provided minimal safeguards f'or the people in the school system. 
Justice: This statement protects both the board and school personnel. 
Stabili;tz: The board protected the educational values of the 
institution by periodic evaluation 0£ the employee's services. It 
was an attempt to protect the pupils in the school system in seeing 
that employee's service remained of high quality. 
19. Establishes and maintains the school census. 
Simplicitz: The statement describes procedure in a simple manner. 
20. Prepares an annual budget of revenues and expenditures far 
board consideration, modification, and approval. 
Structural Democracz: The board has final approval arrl. control. 
fPerational Democracy: The board has given the superintendent a part 
in the decision-making. 
Econ05Ys The board was concerned with the financial aspect of the 
school program. The preparation of an annual budget suggested ecoll011J;'{. 
Adaptabilitz: The annual budget allowed for adjustments to newly 
developed needs in the school program. 
Stabilitz: This statement provides for financial stability. 
21. Prepares such building programs as are considered necessary. 
Econ9!$}!;: The statement suggested that the building program should 
meet the needs which are "necessary;tt no foolish or carefree 
expenditures for the building program was implied by the statement. 
S:i;mplicity: The statement gave the impression of simplicity to 
such a complex undertaking. 
Adaptability: The provision for a building program suggested the 
ability to adjust to newly developing needs. 
22. Supervises the operation and maintenance of the school 
plant. 
F.conoPJY: This statement was concerned with economic :measures. 
sa.:iw1icitz: The statement is simple and to the point. 
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23. Recommends to the board the equipment, supplies, and clerical 
help needed for good office operation. 
2£erational Democracy: The board was giving the superintendent 
consideration in the decision making. 
Econpmy;: The phrase, "good office management!' suggested economy. The 
statement was ma.king an at~t to see that efficiency was provided. 
Adaptabilitz: The statement provided for the adjustment to changing 
conditions in office procedure. 
24. Reconrnend to the board a record system, including accumulative 
records for each child, and supervises its operation. 
9;>erational Democraci: The board has given the superintendent a 
praninant role in the decision-making concerning the record system. 
CHAPTER V 
RESUL'I'S, CONCWSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It was evident that the state school board associations placed 
a great deal of value on written school board policies. However, 
no association had a model set of policies for local school boards 
to use in the development or revision of local policies. It seemed 
that the state school board associations had not done as much as they 
could in aiding local districts to formulate their own set of policies. 
Realizing that the local situation must be taken into account and ~that 
the local boards have the right to make adjustments, it seemed that 
the state school board associations could profitably develop more 
than merely an outline on written policies. This was based on the 
fact that it has been shown that maey local boards did not have adequate 
school board policies; and upon the idea that there was a common core 
of matters which could be dealt with by the state associations without 
infringing on the individualities of the local school districts. It 
was further based upon the number of requests for help that some state 
associations received, and finally, was based upon a belief in the 
local school districts ability to take a recanmend.ed model set of 
school board policies and modify or mold it to fit the particular 
characteristics or needs or that school district. 
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If the caJnples are too specific, there is a possibility that 
local boards might not make needed adjustments which would harm that 
district from the standpoint or having policies which did not fit the 
situation. In this respect, the state associations have grow:v:ls fer 
providing only a general outline. It seemed that the advantages for 
more specific written policies outweigh the disadvantages. 
It might be possible to adopt a model set of policies for 
different sized districts. Specific sets or policies for small, 
medium, and large districts might be more helpful an:l serves a better 
purpose. 
Concerning the duties and responsibilities of the superintendent, 
it was made quite clear that setting these duties and responsibilities 
down in writing is of paramount importance. The various state 
associations were more helpful in this area. 
Based upon the data obtained, the superintendent had the right 
to expect 'the local board or education to designate his duties and 
responsibilities. He should al.so expect to be appraised in terms or 
these specified duties and responsibilities. 
Concerning the evaluation of the duties and responsil>ilities 
using the f'ourteen principles as criteria, it was evident that the 
state associations have based their lists on good administrative 
principles. Some principles were little adhered to while others 
seem to play a prominent role. 
It is recommended that, due to the emphasis placed upon 
written policies in general, and specifically the duties am 
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responsibilities of the superintendent, that the state school board 
associations should develop several model sets of school board policies 
which are characteristic of different sized districts. The 
associations would be in a better position to aid local districts 
in the development or revision of existing policies. 
It is recommended that more specific examples of the duties 
and responsibilities of the superintendent of schools should be 
included in the policy handbooks and that they should provide a more 
c anprehensi ve coverage. 
It is recommended that those associations which do not have 
a loan library of such material should bUild one. 
APPENDIX I 
IB.rTER 
Dear Sir: 
   
 
August J.4,, 1965 
I am a graduate student at &.stern filinois University, 
Charleston,, Illinois,, and I a.n1 gathering information for 'IfT3' 
thesis. 
I am writiDg to each state 1 s state school board association 
hoping to secure each state association's up-to-date recommended 
model school board policies or code. I am interested in seeing 
how DlBlliY" state associations have a model set of policies. I am 
specifically interested in whether or not there is a section on 
the recommended duties and responsibilities of the superintendent 
of schools and how extensive his duties ard responsibilities are 
covered. 
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I hope to evaluate the recommended duties and responsibilities 
of the superintendent,, using a set of administrative principles as 
criteria. 
I would appreciate your co-operation in sending me a copy 
of your state association's model school board policies,, regardless 
of whether or not they include the duties and responsibilities or 
the superintendent of schools. 
Thank you for your co-operation. 
Sincerely,, 
Gary G. Archey 
Graduate Student 
Eastern Illinois University 
APPENDIX II 
ASSOCIATIONS SENT IBl'TER 
Alabama Association of School Boards 
.Association 0£ Alaska School Boards 
Arizona School Boards Association 
Arkansas School Boards Association 
California School Boards Association 
Colorado Association of School Boards 
Connecticut Associations 0£ Boards of &iuoation, Inc. 
Delaware School Boards Association 
Florida School Board Association 
Georgia School Boards Association 
Hawaii State Board of Education 
Idaho School Turstees Association 
Illinois Association of School Boards 
Indiana School Boards Association 
Iowa Association of School Boards 
Kansas Association 0£ School Boards 
Kentucky School Boards Association 
Louisiana. School Boards Association 
State School Boards Association, Inc. of Maine 
Maryland Association of Boards of Fducation 
Massachusetts Association of School Committees 
Michigan Association of School Boards, Inc. 
Minnesota School Boards Association 
Mississippi School Boards Association, Inc. 
Missouri School Boards Association 
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Montana School Boards Association 
Nebraska State School Boards Association 
Nevada School Trustees Association 
New Hampshire School Boards Association 
State Federation of District Boards of Fducation of New Jersey 
New Mexico School Boards Association 
New York State School Boards Association, Inc. 
North Carolina State School Boards Association, Inc. 
North Dakota School Boards Association 
Ohio School Boards Association 
Oklahoma State School Boards Association, Inc. 
Oregon School Boards Association 
Pennsylvania School Boards Association, Inc. 
Rhode Island Association of School Committees 
South Carolina Association of School Boards, Inc. 
Associated School Boards of South Dakota 
Tennessee School Boards Association 
Texas Association of School Boards 
Utah School Boards Association 
Vennont State School Directors Association, Inc. 
Virginia School Boards Association 
Washington State School D:irectors 1 Association 
West Virginia School Boards Association 
Wisconsin Association of School Boards, Inc. 
Wyoming School Boards Association 
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APPENDIX III 
ASSOCIATIONS ACKNOWLEDGING LETTER 
Alabama Association of School Boards 
Arizona School Boards Association 
Arkansas School Boards Association 
California School Boards Association 
Colorado Association of School Boards 
Connecticut Association of Boards of Fducation Inc. 
Dela.ware School Boards Association 
Florida School Board Association 
Georgia School Boards Association 
Hawaii State Board of F.d.ucation 
Illinois Association of School Boards 
Indiana School Boards Association 
Iowa Association of School Boards 
Kansas Association of School Boards 
Kentucky School Boards Association 
Louisiana School Boards Association 
State School Boards Association, Inc. of Maine 
Maryland Association of Boards of Education 
Michigan Association of School Boards, Inc. 
Minnesota School Boards Association 
Missouri School Boards Association 
Montana School Boards Association 
Nebraska State School Boards 
State Federation of District Boards of Fducation of New Jersey 
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New Mexico School Boards Association 
New York State School Boards Association, Inc. 
North Carolina State School Boards Association, Inc. 
Ohio School Boards Association 
Oklahoma State School Boards Association, Inc. 
Pennsylvania School Boards Association, Inc • 
.Associated School Boards or South Dakota 
Texas Association of School Boards 
Utah School Boards Association 
Vermont state School Directors Association, Inc. 
Virginia School Boards Association 
Washington State School Directors' Association 
West Virginia School Boards Association 
Wisconsin Association of School Boards, Inc. 
Wyoming School Boards Association 
APPENDIX IV 
STATES THAT SENT DATA 
Arkansas School Boards Association 
Georgia School Boards Association 
Hawaii State Board 0£ Education 
Illinois Association of School Boards 
Irxliana School Boards .Association 
Iowa Association of School Boards 
Kentucky School Boards Association 
State School Boards Association, Inc. of Maine 
Maryland Association of Board of Education 
Minnesota School Boards Association 
Missouri School Boards Association 
Montana School Boards Association 
Nebraska State School Boards 
State Federation of District Boards of Fducation of New Jersey 
New York State School Boards Association,, Inc. 
North Carolina State School Boards Association,, Inc. 
Oklahoma State School Boards Association, Inc. 
Associated School Boards of South Dakota 
Texas Association 0£ School Boards 
Vermont State School Directors .Association, Inc. 
Virginia School Boards Association 
Washington state School Directors' Association 
Wyoming School Boards Association 
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APPENDIX V 
TABULATION OF DATA BY ST.A.TE 
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Georgia 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. Carry out the policies an:l the directives or the Board or 
F.ducation. 
2. Recommend the employment of personnel to the Board or Education. 
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3. Direct the work of arry a.Id all assistants, both in the educational 
program and in the business management or the system. 
4. Maintain constant supervision over all schools and personnel. 
5. Ex:ercise leadership in the development and :improvement or 
the curriculum program. 
6. Make recommendations to the Board or Education concerning 
changes in policies or the establishment or new policies. 
7 • Keep the Board of Education fully informed concerning conditions 
and needs in the school system. 
8. Carry out a continual program of publicity and public relations. 
9. Work with Board of Education members and committees in the 
solution of problems aIXi the development of lines or action. 
10. Direct the expenditure of Board of Education funds within the 
adopted budget and make recommendations concerning budgetary 
practices an:l procedures. 
11. Eicecute agreements, meet the requirements, and maintain proper 
relationships with the State Department of Education and the 
State Board of Education. 
12. Stay abreast of educational trends an:l developments through 
contacts With other school systems an:l professional organizations. 
13. Carry out the duties of county superintendents of schools 
mxier the general laws of Georgia. 
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Hawaii 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. Perform the duties of his office as prescribed by legislative 
enactment and by the Board of Education. 
2. Perform all duties, between meetings of the Board, necessary 
to the proper conduct of the department, subject, however, to 
the approval of the Board. 
3. Be responsible for the general supervision of all school 
activities, lands and buildings, reports and budgets. 
4. Advise the Board in relation to general policies am keep 
them Wormed as to inq:>ortant educational development. 
5. Be responsible for the direction or the off'ice staff, the 
keeping of all department records and the carrying on of the 
correspondence and business details of' the school system, 
and bear final responsibilitt to the Board for the proper 
functioning of the school system. 
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Illinois 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. Does the superintendent possess a sound general philosopcy 
of his position? 
2. Do his actiVities reflect an understanding of his obligations 
to the school board? 
3. Does the superintendent maintain desirable relations with 
other school employees? 
4. Does he enhance community relations by building up desirable 
understandings with patrons of the schools? 
5. Does the superintendent maintain desirable relationship 
with the educational profession? 
6. Does he possess desirable personal and academic qualifications? 
1. Has he developed a prograJll which aids the elementary- schools 
and the high schools to co-operate in the mutual exchange of 
records a.JXl other inf'armation which serves to facilitate pupil 
adjustments? 
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Indiana 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. To attend all meetings of the Board of School Trustees except 
when his employment is under consideration. 
2. To put into practice the adopted educational policies of 
the State and of the Board. 
3. To evaluate this practice in accordance with executive needs. 
4. To supply the Board with the information needed to keep the 
community fully informed of the conditions and needs of the 
schools. 
5. To present nominations of persons to fill all vacancies on 
the professional starr. 
6. To assign all teachers and other professional employees of 
the school system. 
7. To define the duties of all personnel in the school system. 
8. To make final approval of any change ar revision in a course 
of study, or change in textbooks. 
9. To supervise the preparation of the annual budget. 
10. To review all complaints, requests, questions, am other 
activities prior to formal presentation to the Board. 
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Kentucky 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintenient 
l. The Area of Execution. The superintendent is responsible for 
carrying out the policies of the board or seeing that they are 
executed by assistants or other employed personnel. 
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2. The Area of Co-ordination. The superintendent brings into 
harmonious relationship all the departments of 'the school system, 
including the business office and all administrative divisions. 
3. The .Area or Initiation. The superintendent recommends policies 
for the board to consider in ilqproving the system and its 
educational services to the camnunity. He nominates all 
employees to the local school system and recommends all 
promotions, separations, and transfers. 
4. The Area of Supervision. With the assistance of his staff, the 
superintendent decides upon general methods or instruction to be 
used an3. makes proVision £or the selection of textbooks and all 
other materials and actiVities necessary to sustain and improve 
the instructional program. 
5. The Area of Budget Making and Finance. The superintendent, with 
the help of his entire staff, both professional. and non-
professional, develops the annual budget which includes the cost 
of personnel, supplies, equipment, and other facilities- needed 
to carry out the educational plan which has been developed for 
the ensuing year and the sources an:l amount of revenue required. 
6. The superintendent proposes a.Id interprets the budget to the 
board. He administers it after it is adopted and provides all 
possible economies that do not endanger educational results. 
1. He directs the accowiting of all school .funds and makes proper 
financial reports to the board, and prepares for the board 
reports to the State Department of,F.ducation or other agencies 
concerned. 
B. He recommends what buildings are needed arxl where they should 
be erected, and in co-operation With the board,, he selects and 
employs school architects as needed. 
9. The Area of Administration. With the help of his professional 
assistants, the superintendent administers all schools arxl classes 
established by the board ani directs the instruction, guidance,, 
and discipline of pupils. With his staff he works out a program 
for classification, promotion, ani graduation of pupils. 
10. He encourages and directs research toward the improvement of 
instruction and the increased effectiveness of the school 
system. 
11. The Area of Public Relations. The superintendent works with 
the board, the staff, and the citizens to develop continuous 
and free comnn.utlcation between the schools and the camnunity. 
In this wa;y he contributes to the establishment of a climate 
and a program in which citizens ard teachers may work together 
to achieve better schools. 
12. The Area of Professional leadership. 1he responsibility of the 
superintendent of schools can only be defined part}J' in terms 
of specific functions with which his office is charged. Under-
lying these and extending beyond them is the obligation or 
protessional. leadership. The superintendent should represent 
the highest traditions of the teaching profession. He should 
be a constant source of stimulation ard assistance to all who 
seek to improve education in the conmnmity, the state, and the 
nation. T.he superintendent today cannot confine his efforts 
sole}J' to the schools under hie supervision. He must develop 
state-wide and nation-wide vision for the improvement of 
education. This means that he must be encouraged to attend 
alXi to participate in state, regional, and national meetings 
which have significance for education. 
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Maine 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. He shall be, ex-officio, secretary of the superintending 
school cOJl'IDittee or board or school directors and of arr:r 
school building committee chosen by the administrative unit 
and shall perform such duties not enumerated as said committees 
or board shall direct. 
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2. le shall keep a permanent record of all its votes, orders and 
proceedings; he shall place all orders for materials and supplies 
purchased by vote of the committee or directors and shall be 
its agent in keeping all financial records and accounts. He 
shall issue vouchers showing the correctness of bills contracted 
on account of school appropriations, but such bills shall not 
be allowed for payment by the municjpal officers of towns unless 
they shall have been approved by a majority of the members of the 
superintending school conunittee or in school administrative 
districts unless they shall have been approved by a majority of 
the school directors or a finance committee of that board selected 
by them. 
3 • He shall examine the schools and inquire into the regulations 
and the discipline thereof and the proficiency of the pupils, 
for which purposes he shall visit each school at least the 
minimum number of times each term which the joint committee 
may designate. He shall make a written report annual~ of 
the conditions of the schools for the past year, with a statement 
of the condition of school buildings, the proficiency made by 
the students and the success attend:ing the modes of instruction 
and government thereof, and transmit a copy to the Commissioner. 
4. He shall keep a faithful and. accurate account of school finances, 
and he shall report at least once a term in writing to each 
of the several committees or directors, including in such report 
a statement of the condition of the schools, a financial statement 
and a statement of the condition of school buildings and out-
buildings in the matter of repair, cleanliness and sanitary 
arrangements. 
5. He shall nominate all teachers subject to such regulation 
governing salaries and the qualifications of teachers as the 
superintending school committee or school directors shall make, 
and upon the approval of nominations by said committee or 
directors, he :may employ teachers so nominated and approved for 
such terms as he may deem proper, subject to the approval of the 
school committee or school directors. 
6. He shall direct and supervise the work of all teachers. 
7. He shall select textbooks, supplies and apparatus subject to 
the approval of the superintending school committee or school 
directors and shall make all purchases of the same under such 
regulations as the superintending school committee or school 
directors shall adopt. 
8. He shall see to it that all necessary apparatus am supplies 
are seasonably distributed to each school and accuratel:;y 
accounted for and economically used. 
9. He shall enforce or cause to be enforced all regulations of 
the superintending school committee or school director. 
10. He shall devote his entire time to superintendence in the towns 
comprising the union or school administrative district. He 
ml\'Y', without Violation of the provisions or this section, per-
form such educational service outside of the towns of his 
union or school administrative district as may be performed 
with the approval of the Canmissioner and With the consent of 
the conruittee or directors employing him. 
11. Each superintendent of schools shall annually on April lst make 
returns to the Commissioner of the number of residents of 
the State enrolled in elementary and secondary schools in the 
administrative unit or units under his jurisdiction. 
12. Each superintendent shall, on or before the lst day of 
.August, annually make under oath a full and complete return of 
all educational statistics for the year ending the lst day of 
July next proceeding. 
13. Superintendents of schools shall see that the flag is displayed 
£rom the public school buildings on appropriate occasions. 
They shall report annual:cy- to the towns or school directors 
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the amount necessary to furnish the public schools with suitable 
flags and the flagstaffs, am all administrative units shall 
annually appropriate, a sufficient amount to defray the necessary 
cost of the display of the nag. 
14. When a teacher becomes aware or suspects that any of the pupils 
attending his school are in a condition which renders them a 
source of offense or danger to the other pupils in school on 
account of filthiness, or because they are the bearers of vemin 
or parasites, or have an infectious or contagious disease of the 
skin, mouth or eyes, he shall notify the superintement of 
schools. When a superintendent of schools knows or learns that 
a:ey- of the pupils attending any school within his jurisdiction 
are affected with any of the conditions, infections or diseases 
herein mentioned, he shall notify the parents to cleanse the 
clothing and the bodies of the children and to furnish them 
with the required hooie or medical treatment for the relief of 
their trouble, and he shall exclude such children from the 
schools until they are cured, cleansed and disinfected. 
15. The superintendent of schools in each taim shall procure the 
conveyance of all elementary school pupils residing in his t0tm, 
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a part or the whole of the distance, to and :from the nearest 
suitable school, for the number of weeks for which schools are 
maintained in each year, when such pupils reside at such a 
distance from the said school as in the judgment of the super-
intending school committee shall render such conveyance necessary. 
16. . It shall be the duty of parents or guardians of such children 
to see that the children are proVided with records. Teachers 
shall list with the superintendent o! schools having juris-
diction, the names or all children who have not presented 
a certificate of birth within 60 days specified above. The 
said superintendent thereupon shall send a complete list or 
all such delinquent persons to the state registrar of vital 
statistics at Augusta, giving names of children and names 
and 8.ddresses of parents or guardians so delinquent. 
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Maryland 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
i. The la-w requires, subject to the rules and regulations of the 
county board of education, that the county superintendent 
be responsible for the administration of the schools. 
2. The superintendent nominates all professional, clerical, 
statistical, and stenographic assistants for the county school 
staff; the actual appointment or these persons resides 
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'With the county board. Id.kewise, the super:intendent may recommend 
the removal or members or his staff for cause. The county board 
is expected. to specify the qualifications which are to be met by 
persons nominated for such offices by the county superintendent. 
3. The preparation of the annual budget for board approval, 
which is the first step in securing funds for the support of 
county schools, is taken at the initiative of the county 
super:intendent. Not only is the county superintendent of 
schools e:xpected, because of his training, experience, and 
qualifications to be able to specify the amount of funds needed, 
but he is expected to provide such information to the local 
authorities as may be necessary to encourage them to supp~ 
the funds requested. 
li. It is the duty of the county superintendent of schools to 
rec01TD11end the construction of new buildings or the condemnation 
of such buildings as are no longer suitable; he reconnn.ends 
repairs, purchase of ground., school sites, or the sale of aiv 
of these as may be needed. He recommends to the county board 
of education the selection of an architect or architects 
to assist in the preparation of plans and specifications for 
remodeling or for new construction. He is required to approve 
in writing all contracts entered into by the county board of 
education and no such contract is valid without this approval. 
5. Responsibility for the nomination for appointment by the board, 
of all principals and teachers, and their assignnent to school 
positions, resides with the county superintendent.. 
6. While the law requires the county superintendent of schools to 
organize and attend county and local institutes for teachers 
and citizens, to visit schools and advise 'With principa~ 
and teachers, to grade and standardize the schools, to prepare 
courses of study, and to prepare lists of textbooks and other 
educational materials to be used in the schools, these functions 
are customarily and by necessity not perfonned by the superintendent 
personal:cy, but by his staff. 
7. In short, the respons:ihility for the professional administration 
of the schools and the educational quality of the same rests 
with the superintendent; and he must operate within the limits 
of funds provided and under the guidance and direction of the 
county board of education and the regulations of the state board 
of education. 
B. The county superintendent of schools, acting as the executive 
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officer of the county board of education, conducts all coITespondence, 
receives all reports from principals and teachers, and sees that 
such reports are properly made and submitted as may be appropriate, 
to the county board of education for adoption or to the state board 
of education, or the state superintendent of schools; and he is 
required to prepare and submit to the county board of education 
for their approval, the annual report prOVided under the law for 
the people of the county. 
9. As secretary and treasurer of the county board of education, 
the county superintendent is required to give bond to the State 
of Maryland as the board determines. The cost for such bond 
is paid by the county board of education and the bond when 
executed. is filed in the office of the clerk of court in the 
county. The bond is surety that the secretary-treasurer will 
faithful:cy- perform the duties of the office without loss of any 
monies un:J.er his care. 
10. In connection with problems of an educational nature the super-
intendent is expected to know what principles of education are 
involved and what will be the educational effect of' any- new 
policy being considered. He must know something about the legal 
and social canplications that the adoption or mw policy would 
entail; he is expected to prov:tde estimates of such additional 
cost as would be concurrent With aJ'.\Y' contemplated changes in 
the program. 
u. In selecting a county superintendent, the county board is 
providing itself with a professionally trained administrator, 
and certainly no polic;r should be adopted by the board of 
education while failing to take advantage of the knowledge1 
sld.11, and training which the superintendent possesses. 
12. It may be noted that the preceding remarks do not imply that 
in advising the school board the superintendent acts in a merely 
passive capacity; rather, in advising the school board, most 
frequently the superintendent will active4" advise and suggest 
the solution to such educational problems as he has brought 
to the attention of the board. 
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Missouri 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. In co-operation with his staff, propose a plan of organization 
for the public schools of the district that will effectively 
meet objectives of education as approved by the board. 
2. In co-operation With the members of his staff, study the 
organization of the school district in the light of the 
educational objectives of the board and propose to the board 
changes that seem desirable. 
J. Present to the board for its approval a plan of organization 
for the general offices and the offices in the separate building. 
4. Advise and assist the board .in relieving teaching, administrative, 
and professional persormel from as much clerical work as possible. 
5. Make provisions in the proposed budget for the purchase of 
office supplies needed to free teachers, administrators, and 
supervisors from clerical duties. 
6. Advise the board on ways in which teachers may participate 
in determining board policy. 
7. Advise the board on changes needed in board policy a.Id 
encourage teachers to co-operate. 
B. Carry on all correspondence with applicants for positions, 
collect their references, arrange interviews and inform them 
when a selection is made. 
9. The Superintendent of Schools shall determine, in co-operation 
with his staff, the qualifications desired for all employed 
personnel and present them to the board for approval and 
adoption. 
10. The Superintendent with the assistance of the members of his 
staff shall formulate the duties of all the different types 
of positions in the system feyr the approval of the Board. 
11. Advise with the board relative to its responsibility to provide 
continuing tenure for well-trained and competent employees. 
12. Keep himself, the staff, and the board informed of the regulations 
of the Retirement System and administer it in accordance with 
the regulations and board Wishes. 
13. Assist any employee to receive all benefits due him under the 
Laws of Missouri at the time of his retirenent. 
14. Formulate a policy for approval by the board regarding when, 
for what, and under what conditions a member of the staff shalJ. 
be granted a leave of absence, sick leave, hospitalization, and 
other welfare privileges. 
15. Be responsible for the administration of the program of in-
service training of enployees. 
1.6. Nominate for approval of the board of education an adequate 
substitute staff who meet state and local requirements in the 
field in which they are to teach. 
17. Formulate for approval of the board the duties of substitute 
teachers and the policies concerning their relationship to 
other members of the staff. 
18. In co-operation with the members of the staff' prepare the 
annual budget which shall, for comparative purposes, shOW' 
rece~ts and expenditures for the various budget items for 
the last two previous years and the educational plan. 
19. In the preparation of' the budget, encourage participation on 
the part of all persons respons:ihle for various phases of the 
sdl ool program, persons familiar with the educational needs 
of the comrnuni ty, and persons familiar with economic am 
public finance factors. 
20. Justify each item in the budget with sufficient data. 
21. Publish the budget as directed by the board of education. 
22. Present to the board of education at each monthly meeting 
a list of obligations £or which appropriations have been 
made through the budget. 
23. Ar:range regular or special elections, upon approval or the 
board of education, to legalize tax rates in excess of those 
pemitted by board action. 
24. Prepare salary schedules for approval of' the board or education. 
25. In co-operation With the non-teaching staff members propose 
the various salary schedules for adoption by the board. 
26. Incorporate the bUdget into the uniform accounting system 
and keep an accurate, continuous account of all financial 
transactions. 
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27. Advise the board of state requirements concerning the biennial 
school audit. 
28. Prepare a financial report as a part of the annual report to the 
board and to the general public and such other financial reports 
as directed by the board. 
29. Propose for board consideration a plan for adequately safe-
guarding school funds and school money's worth. 
30. Rec0I1Dneni policies to the board of education covering the 
various spacial problems of pupils. 
31. Determine by types the number of exceptional pupils in the 
school district who need special attention and report these 
findings to the board of education. 
32. Submit to the board of education a sound and adequate plan 
of education for exceptional pupils in the school district, 
in the light of state regulations. 
33. Formulate a plan of classification am promotion of pupils 
based on individual differences, and upon adoption by the 
board1 administer the plan. 
34. Propose a guidance service designed to pranote maxinuml 
growth tor each pupil in the entire system. Upon adoption by 
the board, administer the service. 
35. Formulate a plan for recording the school activities of all 
pupils, using the permanent, cumulative record forms prescribed. 
and recommended by the State Department of Fducation. 
36. Insure the maintenance of information that will reveal the 
physical, educational social, emotional ard health needs or 
the pupils. 
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37. Study changing practices in recording and reporting and recommem 
needed revisions to the board of education. 
38. Recarmend to the board of education those textbooks for adoption 
which have the approval of the professionally trained staff. 
39. Formulate and carry out plans whereby the trained and personnel 
shall participate in the selection of equipment and supplies. 
40. Keep, or cause to be kept1 a continuing inventory of the amount 
and value of supplies and equipment. 
41. Advise the board of desirable objectives for the health ani 
sa.f ety programs. 
42. Require pupils to be examined by peysicians and exclude pupils 
from school in conformity with the policy of the board and 
legislative enactments. 
43. In co-operation with the staff, recommend for board approval 
rules and regulations f'or the operation and control of the 
school lunch program am for their revision. 
44. Prepare for board approval a general plan for the co-curricular 
activities of the school system. 
1.6. Prepare, in co-operation with his professional staff and 
c011U1littees of citizens, courses of study for the approval of the 
board. 
46. Ascertain the need of the community for the school library 
facilities and arrange for use of the library by the public 
when school is in session. If there is sufficient demand 
for its use when school is not in session, recommend to the 
board that it be kept open and prepare written rules for its 
use for the approval of the board. 
47. Present to the board a plan, or plans, for a comprehensive 
public relations program (and for amendments to the same 
when it seems advisable). 
48. Approve all reports ani materials submitted for publication 
or for public view or hearing l this may be delegated to other 
employed personnel). 
49. Prepare for board consideration a plan to promote community 
welt are. 
50. Prepare such building programs as may be neeessary. 
51. Purchase such equipment and supplies as he and the staff 
decide necessary within the budgetary allotment. 
52. Encourage in every wa;y the participation of members of the 
start in a continuous program or research activities, which 
shall include studies of school practice ani of professional 
developments in education. 
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Montana 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. Nominating teaching and non-teaching employees. 
2. Recommending the discharge of unsatisfactory employees. 
J. Proposing salary schedules, sick leave schedules, etc. 
4. Presenting a proposed budget. 
5. Proposing major modifications in the educational programs. 
6. Scheduling classes, assigning teacher, determining instructional 
procedures. 
7. Providing data concerning needed buildings, alterations of 
buildings, purchases of sites, etc. 
8. Directing the guidance and conduct of pupils. 
85 
9. Proposing plans for interpreting the school program to the public. 
10. Proposing regulations concerning the use of school property. 
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Nebraska 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. Acts as the executive officer of the school and attends all 
board meetings. 
2. Acts as adlllinistrator of the schools under approved policies 
of the board, rules and regulati. ons of the state department 
of education, and state law. 
3. Supervises the school system as the professional leader of 
the staff and adviser to the board. 
4. Presents information needed fer continuous policy making and 
suggests new policies for the board's consideration. 
5. Supervises and distributes the minutes recorded by the clerk. 
6. Furnishes information relative to the school program, organizes 
it in accordance with board policy, and recommends needed and 
feasible changes. 
1. Supervises the preparation of school policies and advises the 
board on needed changes or additions. 
8. With the approval of the board, dete:nnines qualifications tor 
each position and duties of all supervisory, teaching and other 
employees, and nominates all school personnel after carefully 
checking their qualifications. 
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9. Prepares a salary schedule, in co-operation with staff representatives, 
for consideration of the board, and administers it after adoption. 
10. Administers a plan, after adoption by the board, concerning 
pupils, am disciplines those who do not comply with school 
regulations, stated board policy, and state law. 
11. Prepares an annual inventory of equipment and supplies and 
estimates needs for the next school year. 
12. With the ad.vice of the teaching staff, reconrnems textbooks for 
the approval of the board. 
13. Develops courses of study with the help of the staff, for 
board approval. 
14. Advises the board on desirable objectives tor instructional 
materials and library, and directs their use. 
15. Prepares written agenda and reports and send them to board 
members in advance of meetings. 
16. Suggests to the board a planned public relations program and 
directs it af'ter board approval. 
17. Prepares suitable annual and other reports as required by 
the board and state law. 
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18. Provides information so the board can appraise employee's services. 
19. Establishes and maintains the school census. 
20. Prepares an annual budget or revenues and expenditures for 
board consideration, modification and approval. 
21. Prepares such building programs as are considered necessary. 
22. Supervises the operation and maintenance of the school plant. 
23. Recommends to the board the equipment, supplies and clerical 
help needed !or good office operation. 
24. Recommends to the board a record system, including accumulative 
record for each child, arxi supervises its operation. 
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New Jersey 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. The superintendent shall be appointed by the majority vote 
of all the members of the board, with a term not exceeding 
five years. 
2. A superintendent has a seat in the board am the right to 
speak on all educational matters, but not the right to vote. 
3. A board may require a superintendent to devote himself 
exclusively to the duties of his office. 
4. The superintendent shall have general supervision over schools, 
and shall report thereon as directed by the board. He shall 
have such other powers and perform such other duties as the 
board may prescribe. 
5. The superintement may appoint and remove the clerks in his 
office, but their nwnber and salaries shall be determined by 
the board. 
6. On or be:f'ore August 1 the superintendent shall report annually 
to the Conrnissioner in prescribed form. 
7. Acting on the superintendent's nomination, the board ma;r 
appoint ass.istant superintements and fix their salaries, and 
may remove them by majority vote of the entire board subject 
to tenure laws. 
8. The superintendent may, with the approval of the president, 
suspend any assistant superintendent, principal, or teacher, 
and shall report such suspension to the board, after which 
the board may take, by majority vote of all members, whatever 
action it may deem proper, subject to tenure laws. 
9. A district may elect a superintendent of schools on)\v when the 
necessity for the position has been agreed to in writing by 
the county superintendent ani approval has been granted by 
the Canmissioner and the State Board. A district has to have 
at least 25 teachers to secure approval. 
10. Boards of wo or more districts may unite in employing a 
superintendent. In such cases, the superintendent is appointed 
by the Conunissioner with the approval of the State Board. 
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11. A person appointed as superintendent must hold an appropriate 
certificate. No person shall act as superintendent or perform the 
duties of a superintendent unless he holds such a certificate. 
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New York 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
Board Policies 
93 
1. The chief school administrator is generally assumed to be the executive 
officer of the board and is expected to carry out board policies 
and duties and those prescribed by education law. 
2. As the executive officer of the board he is expected to make monthly 
and annual reports to the board upon the condition of the school 
system accompanied by reconunendations for improvement whenever pertinent. 
State Laws 
1. To be the chief executive officer of the school district and the 
educational system, and to have the right to speak on all matters 
before the board, but not to vote. 
2. To enforce all provisions of law and all rules and regulations 
relating to the management of the schools an:i other educational, social 
and recreational activities under the direction of the board of education. 
3. To prepare the content of each course of study authorized by the board 
of education. The content of each such course shall be submitted to 
the board of education for its approval ani, when thus approved, the 
superintendent shall cause such courses of study to be used in the 
grades, classes an:i schools for which they are authorized.. 
4. To recommend suitable lists of textbooks to be used in the schools. 
5. To have supervision and direction of associate, assistant and other 
superintendents, directors, supervisors, principals, teachers, lecturers, 
medical inspectors, nurses, auditors, attendance officers, janitors and 
other persons employed in the management of the schools or the other 
educational activities of the district and under the direction and 
management of the board of education; to transfer teachers from one 
school to another, or from one grade of the course of study to anotbs-
grade in such course, and to report immediately such transfers to 
such board for its consideration and actions; to report to such board 
violations or regulations and cases of insubordination, and to suspenl 
an associate, assistant or other superintendent, director, supervisor, 
expert, principal, teacher or other employee until the next regular 
meetings of such board, when all facts relating to the case shall be 
submitted to such board for its consideration and action. 
6. To have supervision and direction over the enforcement and observance 
of the courses of study, the examination and promotion of pupils, ani 
over all other matters pertaining to playgrounds, medical inspection, 
recreation and social center work, libraries, lectures, and all other 
education activities unier the management, direction and control of 
the board of education. 
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North Carolina 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent; 
l. As chief executive officer of the board, the influence and 
leadership of the superintendent pervades all phases of the 
school's program. 
2. The board should never by-pass the superintendent in matters 
affecting the role or function of subordinate personnel, 
nor should the superinteIXient take action involving policy 
matters without board approval. 
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Oklahoma 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. He shall have the authority to conduct the affairs of the 
schools and execute all policies and regulations established 
by the board. 
2. He shall offer advice and assistance to the board in forming 
such policies. 
3. He shall give reports to the board concerning the conditions, 
efficiency and needs of the schools. 
97 
4. He shall, through the board of education, keep the public informed 
concerning all aspects and needs of the schools. 
5. He shall recommend the employment and discharge of all personnel. 
6. H9 shall assume direction of the personnel, purchasing agent, 
and business manager of the schools. 
7. He shall be held responsible for the care and repair of buildings, 
grounis, and equipment in so far as funds permit. · 
8. As the board delegates authority to the superintendent, he 
may in turn delegate it to other employees but in all instances 
he will be held accountable to the board. 
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South Dakota 
Duties and Rafi> onsibilities of the Superintendent 
l. School boards should legislate for the district and the 
superinten:ient should administer the schools in line with the 
policies set by the board. 
2. The superintendent should act in an advisory capacity to the 
board in all legislative matters, but the final decisions 
on policies should be made by the board. 
3. Once policies have been set1 the superintendent should be 
given the responsibility for executing those policies and 
should be held responsible for the results of his administrative 
work. 
4. The superintendent alone should be the executive officer of 
the board and all other school employees should be responsible 
to him. There should be no dual control in school administration. 
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Texas 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. The superintendent should assume responsibility (and be given 
authority) for the operation of the schools. This responsibility 
extends to business administration, educational leadership, 
personnel nomination and management, and public relations. 
2. The superinten:lent should serve as advisor and consultant to 
the board in the performance of its duties . 
3. The superintement should be considered the dual representative 
of the professional staff and the lay board. 
4. The superintendent should be the executor or expedi tor of the 
policies of the school board. 
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Virginia 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. To supply the educational leadership :for the board, the 
school system, and the community. 
2. To be the professional adviser of the board, giving it the 
benefit of his professional training, e:xperience in school 
administration, and judgment. This includes not only advise 
on programs and policies initiated by the board, but also 
recommendations for the adoption of new programs and policies. 
J. To co-ordinate, direct, and supervise the work of all the 
instructional and administrative departments of the school 
system. 
4. To execute the policies and enforce the rules and regulations 
of the board, keeping his decisions and actions in specific 
cases in conformity with the general rules or regulations. 
5. To select and recommend to the board for employment not only 
the teachers, principals, and supervisors, but all employees 
of every sort. Since he is held responsible for the success 
or failure of the whole school system, he has the right, and 
should have the authority, to select the subordinates from 
whom he can get the best results. Also, he has the training, 
experience, and knowledge of the needs that qualify him to 
make the selections. · 
6. To supervise the maintenance and use of the school plant. 
7. To handle all of the business transactions of the board. For 
the most part, this will be done through a business officer 
or other subordinate under his direction, but in the sJJl8.ller 
systems it will be done by the superintendent personally. 
8. To protect the schools and the personnel from exploitation, 
propaganda, advertising, and similar special interests. 
9. To represent the schools and the school board to the public 
as opportunity occurs, seeking to enlist popular interest and 
support of school policies and to create popular understanding 
of the board's problems and responsibilities. 
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10. To support the board loyally and actively in all of its legal 
decisions and actions, to accept full responsibility for his awn 
administrative acts, and not to "hide behind the shirts" of the 
board or "pass the buck" to the board in cases where he should 
share, or shoulder in tull, the responsibility. 
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Washington 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
1. The Board of F.ducation will establish such policies for the conduct 
ani administration of the schools as are prescribed by law and such 
other policies as may seem advisable and have them prepared in such 
form that all concerned will be aware of them. 
2. The Board of Education will select a Chief Administrator who shall 
be the head of the school system and be directly responsible to the 
board for the total administration of the school district. The 
Board will vest in him the necessary authority ani provide him with 
appropriate personnel to carry out such acbninistration. 
3. The Board of F.ducation will endeavor to give such COWlsel and advice 
to the Chief Administrator regarding the administration of the schools 
as it deems necessary or expedient, remembering always that board 
members as individuals have no authqrity, a.I¥i only policies and actions 
voted by the Board have force. The Board will adopt policies o~ 
after consulting with the Chief Administrator. 
4. The Board of Education will require of the Chief Administrator such 
periodic reports as the Board deems necessary to keep it properly 
advised on the administration of the school district. The Chief 
Administrator must be frank, honest, concise, and complete in his 
reports to the Board of Education. Important school matters 
requiring Board action should be presented by the Chief Administrator 
to the Board as required, not in a semi-private way to individual 
members. 
5. The Board of Education will expect from the Chief Administrator 
recommendations for the welfare of the school district. His role 
is to provide educational leadership for the public schools of his 
community. 
6. The Board of F.ducation will require of the Chief Adlninistrator 
attendance at all Board meetings except at times when his own 
employment may be under consideration, or by mutual consent he is 
absent for a good reason authorized by the Board. 
1. The Board of F.ducation Will employ, promote, transfer, suspend, 
or dismiss personnel attar consultation and upon recommendation of 
the Chief Administrator, a!Xl will issue all decisions affecting 
employees through the Chief .Administrator. 
B. The Board of :Education will endeavor to develop ways and means of 
serving the community and of keeping parents, patrons, and taxpayers 
informed of the school program, with the advice am. co-operation 
of the Chief Administrator as their executive officer and 
professional advisor. 
lo6 
9. The Board or Education will endeavor thoroughly and constructively 
to orient new Board members into the work of the Board am the 
educational program of the schools, with the assistance of the 
Chief Administrator. 
10. In the cOillllWli. ty, the Board of F.ducation should e:xpect the Chief 
Administrator to assume his place as a citizen with all the 
responsibility which the concept of citizenship conveys. He should 
use his position of leadership to present the cause of public 
education honestly and forthrightly, and to further community 
actiVities compatible with and complementary to those of the schools. 
11. The Board of Fducation reserves unto itself all of its legal 
responsibilities for the operation of a good common school, including 
the right to reject axr:r and all recommendations and the right to 
revise its policies, rules and regulations from time to time to 
meet changing conditions. 
12. Within the limitations of Washington law, the Board of Fducation 
is the final authority on any controversial issue which cannot be 
resolved through the regularly constituted administrative channels. 
13. All meetings and records of the Board shall be open to the public, 
with an occasional exception when questions of employment or 
dismissal, or lawsuits, are involved, in which case the Board might 
vote to sit as a committee of the whole in closed meeting for 
purposes of informal discussion. Action can be taken only at a 
meeting open to the public an:l properly called. 
14. The Board of Education and the Chief Administrator shall have, as 
the basic criterion for evaluation any issue, its effect upon the 
educational welfare of boys and girls. 
15. The Board of Fducation, together with the Chief Administrator, has 
a moral obligation to provide such leadership and render such service 
as will give dignity to the teaching profession and the learning 
process, and as will engender trust and confidence on the part 
of all citizens in American public education. It is their obligation 
and responsibility to work together for an increasing}Jr effective 
program of education for all our people, and, insofar as is required 
of each, to submerge personal ambition, prejudice, an:i desires to 
that end. 
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Wyoming 
Duties and Responsibilities of the Superintendent 
l. Assumes :immediate charge of the entire school system as the 
board's chief executive officer in large school systems a.n:l 
often as its only executive officer in smaller systems; 
co-ordinates the work of all departments; executes the policies 
of the board and recanmends policies for the board to consider 
in improv:i.ng the system and its educational service to the 
pupils and the community. 
2. Nominates all certificated and noncertificated employees; 
recommends for discharge any employees rendering unsatisfactory 
service, within the limits of the law and board regulations; 
with his staff, assigns, directs, and supervises the work of 
all employees with due respect for any individual rights 
involved; proposes adequate salary scales for different classes 
of employees. 
3. With his staff, purchases approved textbooks and other 
instructional guides and equipment; schedules classes for the 
various types of training and assigns space for them; assigns 
appropriate instructors for the various curriculum offerings; 
decides the general methods of instruction to be used; provides 
for the continuous revision of courses of study to meet 
changing col'Miitions by appointing teacher and possibly citizen 
course-of-study conmittees and directing the work of any 
curriculwn experts the system may employ. 
4. Presents a proposed armual budget and interprets it for the 
board; administers the budget after it is adopted and keeps 
expenditures Within its limits; provides for all possible 
economies that do not endanger educational results; directs 
the accounting of all school fun:is; makes proper financial 
reports to the board. 
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5. Directs the planning of all educational features of new buildings 
or alterations of old buildings arrl counsels the architects 
in the general plans for such building erection; assigns care-
takers to all buildings and maintains general supervision over 
their worJ:c; provides for needed experimentation in determining 
economical and otherwise efficient methods for building care and 
upkeep. 
6. Administers all schools and classes established by board action; 
directs the instruction, guidance and discipline of all pupils; 
promotes organizations, such as pupil or student councils arxl 
Junior Red Cross, for training pupils in democratic and socially 
adjusted living. 
7. Directs a program for reaching the citizens of the community 
with adequate information about the activities of the schools, 
the reasons for the activities, and the results obtained; 
interprets the schools and the policies back to them in addresses 
before ci vie groups when called upon and as available time 
permits; works with parents' organizations and other groups 
interested especially in school welfare and progress; fits 
himself, with his family, into the civic, social and religious 
life of the community in a constructive way. 
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